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Futures market is created for efficiency of physical trade to improve societal
welfare. The price formed in futures markets are payed attention to by physical
trade in various degrees, some as a basic price in physical trade, some changed
the mode of physical trade, some as reference when physical trade make
decision. Price formed in futures markets can leverages physical trade market, so
rational price of futures is very important. But frequently distortion and wild
fluctuation on futures contract price not only hurts the use of futures for physical
trade, but also hurts normal run of physical trade at present, there are many
layout and plan from investors and over-speculation atmosphere. We lack of ethic
attention and guidance for investor behavior, investors’ consciousness are
careless about choosing of benign behavior, and they avoid laws and regulations
deliberately, they hurt profits of other investors, trample on efficiency of market.
Futures market as a neutral tool need ethical guidance and infuse connotation of
kind and beauty into it, then it will improve efficiency of economy and society, if
not, its development is unsustainable.
This paper analyzes characteristics and ethics of development of Chinese futures
market, and analyzes ethical relationship between the participants under the
market framework, conclude that investor behavior have good ethic will make
futures market play its role more efficiently in the current stage of development.
The paper divides investors into categories from multiple perspectives, analyzes
ethics on the controversial behavior of investors and summarizes the background,
present situation and reasons tell us it is urgent for management of investor
behavior, we need have ways to constraint and guide investor behavior. The
paper studies other scholastic opinions, thinks about theoretical ethical regulation
system of futures investor behavior, puts forward framework suggestions:













development,adjust regulatory system,establish and strengthen ethical norm and
guidance, and analyzes the last two points detailedly. Building ethical regulation
system of investor behavior will improve ethical atmosphere of futures market.
The ethical regulation system will prepare nutritive soil for long-term healthy
development of Chinese futures market.
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